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Moin, Moin… 

Welcome to Hamburg!  

…is our ‘Ahlan wa Sahlan’ in Hamburg 
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Hamburg – City on the Waterfront 

5 reason’s for your stay in Hamburg 

  The Alster Lake as well as the Elbe river provide a very special flair 

  Countless parks, gardens and Hamburg’s beaches offer perfect relaxation 

  Huge variety of entertainment for the whole family 

  4 big amusement and theme parks next door 

  Perfectly located to explore other German cities or neighboring countries 
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Alster Lake in the very heart of Hamburg 

 Enjoy a lake cruise and discover beautiful residential areas  along the lake 

and its many canals 

 Rent a sailing boat (if needed with skipper) and sail along the lake  

 Walk along the beautiful parks sourrounding the lake 

 Have a coffee in one of the plenty restaurants surrounding the lake or just 

relax   
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Elbe River and Harbour provide a unique 

maritime flair  

  Go for a harbour cruise and see the worlds biggest connected  warehouse  

 district  

  Discover many different museum ships 

  Enjoy the unique Fish Market – from antiquated china to fresh fish everything 

 is available here 

  Stroll along the new “HafenCity” (PortCity) and see the fascinating new 

 landmark of Hamburg the “Elbphilharmonic Hall”   
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Lavish green is a dominating color in Hamburg  

  The municipal park awaits its guests 

  with wonderful playgrounds for kids, 

  picnic areas but also with the oldest 

  planetarium 

  

  “Planten un Blomen” park will amaze 

  you throughout the year and in summer 

  with illuminated fountain concerts 

  in the evening hours 

   

Many parks, woods and meadows you‘ll find in the city  
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Endless indoor possibilities for an active family 

day  

Exhibitions you shouldn‘t miss!   

   
  Miniatur Wunderland – largest model  

 railway system in the world 

  Hamburg Dungeon – indoor theme park   

 where actors will take you in a realistic 

 reconstruction of the past in a very  

 spooky way 

  CHOCOVERSUM – learn all about  

 chocolate 

  PROTOTYP museums – collection of  

 classical sports cars mainly Porsche 

  PANOPTIKUM wax figure museum 

  BallinStadt Emigrant’s World –  

 experience the travels of more than  

 five million people who emigrated via 

 Hamburg to follow their dreams 
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Endless outoor possibilities for an active family 

day  

Much more to do beside Alster and harbor cruises   

   
  Fun Festival DOM with roller coasters,  

 Ferris wheel and many rides for every 

 age 

 Timing 2015: 20.03.–19.04., 24.07.– 

 23.08. and 06.11.–06.12 

 

   Hagenbeck’s Zoo is a perfect option 

  for families who want to spent a day in 

  a green oasis and watching animals in 

  a tropical aquarium, a jungle caves 

  and grottos 

  Schwarze Berge Wildlife Park with daily  

 eagle shows 
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Hamburg has long natural beaches  

The sandy beaches along the Elbe river and exotic palm 

trees bring a touch of the Mediterranean to Hamburg   
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Shop until you drop  

Elegant shopping arcades and streets with noble 

boutiques until young fashion scene – everything can be 

found in Hamburg    
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Shop until you drop  

Great deals all year round you can get only 45 minutes 

away from Hamburg at McArthurGlen Designer Outlet 

Neumünster.  
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Theme parks next door to Hamburg  

 Heide-Park Soltau  (by car 1 hour from Hamburg) 

 Serengeti Safari Park (by car 1,5 hours from Hamburg) 

 Hansa Park  (by car 1 hour from Hamburg) 
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Enjoy a proper breeze of North Sea air on a day 

trip with the catamaran 

About 70 km away from the continent, the mighty red 

bunter rock with green land rises out of the sea 

Fresh lobster is THE delicacy of Helgoland 
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Hamburg is perfect located to discover 

neighboring countries 

An exciting train trip to Denmark   

 

   
The train takes you within 4,5 hours from Hamburg to Copenhagen including a 

45 minutes trip on a ferry boat to cross the sea.  

This is for sure an amazing experience! 
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Hamburg Airport offers airline services to all German and 

European cities as well as to UAE, New York and to the 

Caribbean. 

 

London: 9 flights daily  

 

Paris:  7 flights daily 

 

Vienna: 8 flights daily 

 

Amsterdam: 7 flights daily 

 

...and much more  

  

 

Hamburg is perfectly located to discover whole 

Europe 
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Start your cruise from Hamburg 

Choose from around 200 different cruises! 
 
Whether you want to discover the amazing fiords of Norway or the 
Mediterranean Sea everything is possible. Cruises from 4 days until round the 
world trips up to 140 days are on offer from Hamburg    
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Welcome to Hamburg!  

Come and experience the flair of this city yourself! 

For more information please contact: 

 

Hamburg Tourist Board 

Mrs. Heike Kamolz 

heike.kamolz@hamburg-tourismus.net   

www.hamburg-travel.com 

 


